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		Plantar fasciitis is one of the most common
	
		conditions presenting to foot and ankle specialists.
	
		Although the condition is usually
	
		responsive to conservative and nonoperative
	
		care, recalcitrant plantar fasciitis occurs in
	
		10–20 % of the patients treated.
	


	
		Until recently, plantar fasciotomy, with or
	
		without spur resection or release of nerve
	
		entrapments, has been the only option for this
	
		ever-increasing patient population.
	


	
		For 6 years we have patiently awaited the
	
		opportunity to evaluate this newmodali ty of
	
		extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT).
	
		As one would expect, skepticism and cynicism
	
		prevailed until our first 10 patients rendered
	
		favorable responses within days of treatment.
	
		Lowell Weil, Jr., one of my associates,
	
		embraced this technology and we traveled to
	
		Naples, Italy, in June of 2000 to attend the 2nd
	
		International Meeting of the International
	
		Musculoskeletal Shock Wave Association. We
	
		were thoroughly impressed with the honesty
	
		and attempt at providing results according to
	
		evidence-based medicine.
	


	
		Upon meeting Jan Rompe, we found an individual
	
		who was energetic, bright, and honest.
	


	
		With the recent application and ongoing
	
		clinical trials of ESWT occurring in the United
	
		States, I encouraged Dr. Rompe to write a book
	
		in English as a work of reference for those of
	
		us who are monolingual.
	


	
		As an author of more than 12 papers on
	
		ESWT, Jan Rompe was able to write this text,
	
		which is a combination of a current literature
	
		reviewa nd the results of clinical trials at his
	
		medical institution, on virtually every application
	
		of musculoskeletal ESWT. With more
	
		than 200 relevant references, this book will be
	
		a “must read” for those wishing to learn more
	
		and apply this exciting and newt echnology.
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Fundamentals of Digital and Computer Design with VHDLMcGraw-Hill, 2011


	This book is intended for an introductory digital design course for students at the freshman

	level; it is also intended for an introductory computer design course with assembly

	language programming for students at the sophomore level or above. The material in the

	book is suitable for students who study computer engineering,...
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Wrox's Visual C# 2005 Express Edition Starter Kit (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
First, Barker explains how to install Visual C# 2005 Express Edition, which is included on the accompanying CD-ROM, and walks you through programming basics. You'll then learn how to build user interface elements in order to develop applications using Windows Forms. And you'll find out how to use data in your applications as you examine database...
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Wiki at War: Conflict in a Socially Networked WorldTexas Instruments, 2011

	In 2011, amid the popular uprising against Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak, the government sought in vain to shut down the Internet-based social networks of its people.

	WikiLeaks editor-in-chief Julian Assange has been branded “public enemy number one” by some in the United States for posting material on the World Wide...
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Frommer's Beijing Day by Day (Frommer's Day by Day - Pocket)Frommers, 2011

	Features: Beijing's Past, Present & Future, Red Communist Beijing, Beijing for Art Lovers, and more


	Beijing Day by Day is the perfect answer for travelers who want to know the best places to visit and the best way to see the city. This attractively priced, four-color guide offers dozens of itineraries that...
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Collaborative Technologies and Applications for Interactive Information Design: Emerging Trends in User ExperiencesInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Collaboration used during technological development often has a focus on user-centered design and rapid prototyping, with a strong people-orientation.
Collaboration Technologies and Application for Interactive Design: Emerging Trends in User Experiences covers a wide range of emerging topics in collaboration, Web 2.0, and...
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Grid Resource Management: On-demand Provisioning, Advance Reservation, and Capacity Planning of Grid ResourcesSpringer, 2010
In a dynamic computing environment, such as the Grid, resource management plays a crucial role for making distributed resources available on-demand to anyone from anywhere at any time without undermining the resource autonomy; this becomes an art when dealing with heterogeneous resources distributed under multiple trust domains spanning across...
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